
New River Valley Beekeepers Association  
April 9, 2020, Meeting Minutes  

 
Carl Lefko opened the meeting at 6:37 pm with a total of 48 members present. This meeting 
was held digitally over Zoom. This was due to the state of Virginia limiting groups of people to 
ten or less. 
 
The treasury report for this month was emailed to the membership recently by James Hill. As 
mentioned, at this writing we have $10,083.45 in the checking account and $858.58 in the 
PayPal account. The NRVBA has been brainstorming ideas for how we can help the bee 
population with our funds.  A few ideas have been equipment purchases and queens, although 
we would like to hear input from the members about what the club can do to fund projects that 
are beneficial to the membership and beekeeping in general. James asked for questions; there 
were none. 
 
Due to the virtual limitations, there was no raffle this week. 
 
What should you be doing with your bees right now: Richard Reid is presenting this evening in 
order to help us better understand this very topic!  He mentioned this is an early season, and 
swarm season has started with the strongest colonies.  It’s been a pretty early spring. Make 
sure to super and split and prepare for them to swarm anyway.  If there is a cool spell, like there 
may be coming up, they will likely swarm as soon as it gets hotter. Richard suggests sitting in 
front of your hive, watch for the queen and grab her when you see her! Someone asked if the 
queen would come out at the beginning, middle, or the end of the swarm.  Richard reminded us 
that the workers decide for the queen and will generally be told to head out sometime in the 
middle or the end of the process. It’s usually 3-5 minutes for them to finish flowing out of the 
hive but she will come out.  Importantly, she won’t immediately fly away; there will be a brief 
moment she will walk around the front first so have your queen cage ready. 
 
We will be having the second and final class for this year’s Beginner’s Beekeeping Course this 
weekend! 
 
Richard Reid expertly presented: “Splits and Nucs - Expand and Sustain Your 
Beekeeping”.  Not only does a little planning provide assistance in mite control or produce extra 
queens for replacement/sale, but it will also help to prevent swarming and lend to becoming a 
better beekeeper. 
 

Respectfully submitted,  
Morgan Otten, Secretary 
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